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Abstract

The idea for my project started when my mom complained about her clothes 
always getting stained when she cooked. So I decided to do some tests to 
see how I could help my mom get rid of those pesky stains. For my 
experiment I decided to test four types of stain removers on three of the 
toughest stains my mom deals with to see which product works best. Then I 
could use the results to help my mom avoid any more stained clothes. 



Big Question

Which stain remover works best to remove stains from 
my mom’s clothes?



Hypothesis

I think Shout will win because it is the stain remover my mom uses.



Materials
● 36 5x5 in fabric samples
● Oil
● Ketchup
● Makeup
● ½ tsp measuring spoon
● Timer
● Q-tips
● Water 
● Tooth brush
● Dryer
● Shout gel
● Method stain remover 
● Oxiclean max force 
● Zout
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Procedures - summary 

I will test 4 different stain removers. I will 
test three different stains, ketchup, Olive Oil, 
and makeup. Each stain will be created on 
the same fabric type. The same amount of 
product will be used to create each stain. 
The stains will sit for 1 hour before applying 
the remover. Removers will be applied as 
directed on bottle. I will measure my results 
visually.



Procedures - step by step 
1. Gather all materials.
2.  Apply stains; ketchup, olive oil and makeup to 3 fabric samples each. ¼ tsp 

olive oil and ketchup applied, 1 pump of makeup.
3. Rub stains into fabric.
4. Wait 1 hour for stains to set.
5. Apply each remover to each type of stain. Scrub in the remover for 30 

seconds with toothbrush.
6. Clean fabric samples - rinse thoroughly with warm water & place in dryer  

until dry.
7. Lay out samples. 
8. Visually compare results and assign percentage of stain removed to each 

fabric sample.
9. Repeat procedure for a total of 3 trials.



Procedure - Variables 

Controlled Variables:

● Fabric type - 90% cotton 10% 
polyester

● Stain types - ketchup, Olive oil, 
makeup

● Stain amount - ¼ tsp ketchup & 
oil, 1 pump of makeup

● Time stain sets - 1 hour
● Amount of remover applied to stain 

- 
● Time remover is applied & 

scrubbed - 30 seconds

Changing Variable:
The changing variable is the type of 
stain remover.



Data

Trial 1 Ketchup Oil Makeup

Zout 80 100 10

Oxiclean 85 100 30

Shout 95 100 50

Method 100 100 40



Data

Trial 2 Ketchup Oil Makeup

Zout 85 100 10

Oxiclean 45 100 30

Shout 50 100 80

Method 90 100 95



Data

Trial 3 Ketchup Oil Makeup

Zout 75 100 10

Oxiclean 80 100 20

Shout 95 100 35

Method 100 100 95
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Results
Method did the best in all trials of ketchup at 90-100% removal. In trial 2 Zout was very close to 
winning when it came to removing the ketchup stain. Overall Zout gave consistent results at 75-85%. 
In trial 2, both Oxiclean and Shout did not remove the Ketchup very well. Overall both Shout and 
Method worked well in removing Ketchup stains, with Method only winning by 5%.

When it came to Olive Oil they all got 100%! Every remover worked! 

When removing makeup, Zout got the same % on each trial.  Zout also did the worst on each trial at 
only 10% removal. Oxiclean wasn’t much better at 30% removed at best. Shout worked better in the 
initial trial than Method (50%). However, Method outperformed every other remover by far in trial 2 
and 3 at 95%, almost complete removal. Overall makeup was hardest to remove.



Conclusions 

After reviewing my results I am able to conclude that my hypothesis was not correct. I thought 
Shout would win because my mom uses it, however Method outperformed Shout in both 
Makeup and Ketchup removal. 
One change I could make to improve my experiment is to try different stain removers instead of 
Shout, Oxiclean, and Zout to see if Method is better than the other options. I could also try 
different stains to see if Method still wins against other stains. I could also change the type of 
fabric that I test the removers on.



Research

Oxiclean max force is best. Oxiclean can be used on grease, blood, grass, oil, food, 
clay and more. Best gel: shout advanced has a scrubber.  Shout can remove 
Chocolate, blood, cooking, wine, coffee, grass, and more.

Best is Oxiclean versatile stain removers powder. Stain remover pack a more 
concentrated punch and are typically applied directly to the problem area.

Runner up: Zout laundry stain remover spray.
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